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Abstract: Researchin the field of neural processing proposesa bidirectional com-

putation scheme amongthe hierarchical organized levels of the brain. This scheme

is called cortical algorithm. In speech processing a similar approach is applied to

the distinct linguistic levels, where a powerful technologyis given by the weighted

Finite State Transducers. FSTs translate a symbol sequence of one level into a

symbol sequence of another level. In this approach either a top-down process or

a bottom-up process takes place, whereas in the cortical algorithm both processes

simultaneously occur. To utilize this property in the area of signal- and speech

processing, we formulate the cortical algorithm for HMMsand FSTs.

1 Introduction

The humanbrainis the most powerful cognitive dynamic system in existence. As a salient prop-

erty the distributed feedback may be emphasized as a fundamental principle of biology. This

principle is embodied in the cybernetic cycle of interactions of the brain with its environment.

The cybernetic circle describes the perception of the environment along the sensory hierar-

chy and the action on the environment along the motorhierarchy. Both hierarchical organized

structures are indicated by a bidirectional flow of information and level specific working mem-

ories [Fuster, 2003]. If inspiring ideas arising by looking to the humanbrain and they could be

summarized in a powerful computational model as well, then a new generation of engineering

systems enabled with cognition can be expected [Haykin, 2007]. First conceptual attempts in

this direction are made in [Mumford and Lee, 2003] for instance.

Otherwise, researchin the field of neural processing suggests increasing evidence that the neo-

cortex of the brain does notconsist of a collection of specialized and dedicated cortical architec-

tures, but instead possessesa fairly uniform, hierarchically organized structure. This uniformity

implies that the same general computational processes are performedacross the entire neocor-

tex, even though different regions are knownto play different functional roles [Mountcastle,

1978].

This observation may be viewedasa starting point to developa statistical model that considers

both the sensor- and motorhierarchies and the bidirectional flow of information. In a recent

work [Romerand Herbig, 2009] CBHMMsand Multirate-CBHMMstructures were introduced,

which represent the working memories for each hierarchic level. Based on these structures the

so called cortical algorithm can be formulated. In the field of signal processing this algorithm

can be viewedas a bidirectional hierarchical organized Bayesianfilter.

For cognitive systems an additional aspect should to be emphasized which was not mentioned

in [Haykin, 2007]. Along the sensor system hierarchy a process of abstraction occurs. In this

bottom-up process the details of information are ignored and only level specific information is

preserved. Conversely, along the motor system hierarchy the information needs to be expanded.

Both processes might be understoodastranslation from symbol sequencesof one level to sym-

bol sequences of another level. In contrast to HMMs where feature sequencesare translated
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to state sequences of the same length, in hierarchic systems these sequences may beofdiffer-

ent lengths. Hence a more generalized approach is needed to apply the cortical algorithm to

cognitive systems.

This paper is organized as follows. Initially, in section 2 we motivate the usage of weighted

FSTs to the cortical algorithm. Subsequently, the mathematical definitions of HMMs and

weighted FSTs are given and the transition from HMMsto weighted FSTs is explained. In

the succeeding sections the cortical algorithm is formulated for HMMs and weighted FSTs.

Finally, a summaryand the conclusion are presented.

2 Signal and Speech Processing

Advancedsignal processing algorithms on the soundlevel are increasingly sustained on statisti-

cal models, which are used to modelthe static and dynamic aspectsof the signal source. Beside

the static and dynamic properties natural signals inherently possess short and long term cor-

relations. This kind of signals frequently comprises subband components which evolve rather

fast whereas other subband components only vary slowly. It follows, that the distinct subbands

are sampled with the appropriate sampling rates in a hierarchical and regular manner. How-

ever, these subbands do not exchange information and thus no coupling between the adjacent

subbands happens. To incorporate the information between subbands, the concept of Cascaded

Hidden Markov Model[Blaylock and Allen, 2006] motivated us to develop the CBHMMsand

the Multirate- CBHMM.Both models can be considered as a combination of two orthogonal

Markovprocessesoffirst order. Thereby the first process models the dependencies in temporal

direction in each subband whereas the second Markov processis aimedat the hierarchical de-

pendencies.

In speech controlled human-machine communication, the speech interface and the underlying

speech model not only require speech analysis but also speech synthesis capabilities. Further-

more, the speech model has to consider the hierarchical structure of speech given by several

linguistic levels. In the bottom up process the speech signal is analyzed starting from the sound

level (phoneme models) and word level (pronunciation dictionary) up to the phrase level (lan-

guage model). In Contrast, the top downprocessstarts from the phrase level and propagates to

the word- and soundlevel.

One of the most salient trends in recent years was the unified description of the distinct lin-

gual levels by the mathematical language of weighted FSTs. In [Hoffmann et al., 2007] an

analysis-synthesis system was introduced, where weighted FSTs has been successfully applied

to all linguistic levels. It should be noted that such FST-networks incorporate the nonregular

compression and expansion of symbol sequences. However, in this approach the direction of

the information flow wasrestricted to the analysis or synthesis process, respectively. When

the cortical algorithm is rewritten using the notation of weighted FSTs, we obtain a cognitive

processing schemefor general hierarchic systems.

3 HMM and FSTDefinitions

HMMDefinition. In speech and signal processing HMMsare applied for discrete and con-

tinuous observations in general. According to [Rabiner, 1989] a discrete model is defined by

a set of states Z = {Z),Zo,...,Zy}, a set ofinitial state probabilities TT = {7;} and a matrix of

transition probabilities A = {a;,;}. Further a set of emission symbols Y = {¥,¥2,...,Yi} and

a matrix of emission probabilities B = {;,,} are included. In case of continuous HMMsthe

discrete observation probabilities are replaced by probability densities
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by) = Yicer NGFMrz: Enz), (1)
R

where the numberofclasses or prototypes is indicated as R. Furthermore HMMscanbereal-

ized either as state-emission HMM oras arc-emission HMM.In case of state-emission HMMs

the output is produced by states (Moore Automaton)

K

P(Yi:«Zo) = @(zo) [J P(zelze—1) P(Ezx)- (2)
k=l

Howeverthe output can be produced by the edges as well, this representation corresponds to

a Mealy automaton. In thelatter the observation is dependent on the current and the previous

state. Both types of HMMsare equivalent, that is for each state-emission HMM there is an

arc-emission HMMandvice versa

P(Yi-«Zo:«) = ©(z0) [] P(zelze—1) » PFelze—1,24)- (3)
ke

FST Definition. Finite state machines are widely applied. In terms of system theory they fit

into the concept of sequential automatons(or linear time invariant systems). Such automatons

have a memory whichstoresthe internal state z(k) at time k of the system as well as input and

output terminals x(k) and y(k). State, input and outputare all limited to finite sets (alphabets
Z, X and Y). The individual automaton is characterized by its behavioral function w which

determines for every possible state z and input symbol x the nextstate z’ and an outputy.

wi ZxXxYxZr/T, (4)

where I standsfor a scalar weight. In general, weights allow stochastic relations between input

and output symbolsor strings, respectively.

a (5)

State transitions are represented by edges of the automaton graph. Thefinite state transducer

is mathematically defined by a 7-tuple A = {X,Y,Z,1,F,K,w}, where J € Z and F € Z de-

note the designated begin and endstates of the automaton. The transition from start state

z to any other target state z’ is denoted by e. Hence we can indicate z(e) as start state and

z'(e) as target state of the transition e. To describe a path by set of transitions the temporal

index k is introduced, so that e* defines the transition e at time instant k and U with length

|U| = K is represented by (e!,e7,...,e%).
In general T is not a scalar but a semiring including aggregation operations for sequences of

state transitions (paths). As stated above FSTs are capable to bidirectionally translate strings

betweenthe hierarchic levels of speech. With some generalizations FSTs can represent language

models as well as lexicons and acoustic models. The latter require a generalized concept of

alphabets to allow continuous observation vectors as input symbols of HMMs.

Transition from HMMs to FSTs. An arc-emission HMM maybeeasily depicted as an FST.

The FST results from two independent automatons fused by the well known composition oper-

ation. The sequenceof observation vectors Y\.x = {¥),¥2,...,3«} is represented by an acceptor

Y, whereasit’s transition characteristic is given by the empty output symbol €, the observation

vector ¥; at time instant & correspondsto the input symboland the weight is given by the obser-

vation probability p(¥;,). The transitions of the Markov automaton H contain the empty input
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symbol€, a state dependent Gaussian mixture as output symbol and the weight which is given

by the probability of the Gaussian mixture p(G(z’)). The composition of both automatons may

be described by two subsequentsteps (see Fig. 1). First, the Cartesian productis calculated for

all state pairs. Subsequently, only those edges of state pairs are preserved, where the output

symbol of the observation acceptor Y and the input symbol of the Markov automaton H are

identical and belongto perfect directed paths of the length K.

A=HoY CHxY (6)

The corresponding weights of such edges are represented by the joint probability distribution

P(¥,G(z’)). Using Bayes’ theorem the joint probability distribution may be split into two

independentfactors p(¥,G(z’) = p(¥x|G(z’)) - p(G(z’)). When weconsideringthe substitutions
P(¥|G(z')) by (%,) and p(G(z’)) > p(z|z), then it follows, that the weight of each edgeis
given by the product ofa time independentfactor p(z’|z) and a time dependentfactorb,/(¥;)

: Ju:G(2) [beFe)PCIe) Z. (7)

This representation differs from the automaton definition in (5) by a time dependent factor,

therefore a time synchronous decoding algorithm is needed to decodethe state sequence.

H : Markoy- model

)4 © 8 OPP£2),1 = ple'|=)- B20)

aim OFF0-0-0 0 0
OoCoOo0oo0c0co

€:G?| p(G?)

e:G? | p(G?)  
   

eG" | p(G")

Viel P:) VET PC.) ¥orE1 Ps Yar e 1 Plya) Ys? E 1 Ps)        

k=0 ¢ k=1! k=2 + k=3 | k=4 ¢ k=5

Y : Feature - sequence

Figure 1 - Example for a weighted FST realized on sound level by the composition of a finite state

acceptor and a Markov model. Edgesare indicated by pair of input- and output symbols and specific

weight whichrepresents the stochastic relation between both symbols.

4 CBHMM

To describe stacked HMMswe employthe concept of Cascaded Bidirectional Hidden Markov

Model (CBHMM). Every stacked HMM H,in layer d is defined by a 5-tuple (Z,, Yy7, lg, Aa, Ba).
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The HMM’sare stackedin a waythat for each Hyit’s outputstate is the hidden state of the HMM

Hy, below it. Subsequently, we describe the computation of the a-posteriori state probability

distribution in terms of two independent Markovprocesses.
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(a) Single state (b) State distribution

Figure 2 - Each hierarchic level can be depicted either as a set of single states (empty circles) or as state

distributions(filled circles) for each time instant k. The latter representation reflects the vector notation

for both orthogonal Markovprocesses. Thesoft quantization in level D assigns the observation }; to the

M-prototypes of the codebook, the corresponding probability distribution indicates the start distribution

in the bottom-up-process.

First, the state probability distribution along the time dimension (forward) is computed. The

forward probability s4 (k) of this Markov model comprises two orthogonal components: The

temporal prediction from the g-direction and the observation from the a-direction.

gi(k) = Eee1) ai,] » orp (Ke) be; (8)

Alternatively, the vector notation can be used, whereas © represents the component-wise mul-

tiplication.

#(k) = [e(k-1)-A] 0 [ae'()-B] (9)
In the Markov model which links successive layers, the state distribution is propagated from

layer d—1 to layer d. This model also consists of two orthogonal components: The spatial

prediction from the B-direction and the observation from the g-direction.

i(k) = Ear4; Eea-Ny (10)
! i

Similar to the forward propagation this equation can be rewritten in vector notation

B4(k) = [B*'(&)-B] © [g(e—1)-A]. (1)
To combine both Markov models the state probabilities of each layer are fused, at which the

relations 4 (k) x g4(k) - B4(k) and 74 (k) e g4(k) © B4(k) hold.
As shownin Figure 2, state distributions propagated by the A-Matrix are identical. They cor-

respondto the fusion distribution 7“(k — 1). Hence, the fusion probability for each state is
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proportional to the product of a temporal prediction (forward), a spatial prediction (Top-Down)

and an observation delivered by the layer below.

ff (k) Ear (x). bt,"| Eve»4) . Da-04,| (12)

To get a proper probability distribution a normalization constraint needsto be fulfilled.

Lyk) =1 (13)
J

The temporal and spatial predictions maybeinterpreted as a-priori contribution and the obser-

vation from the bottom-up direction may be examinedasa likelihood. Subsequently,the cortical

algorithm based on stacked HMMsis described. First the predictions in forward and top-down

directions are computedfor each layer. Then in the layer D the observation ¥; is mappedto the

posteriori probability distribution p(@,|y;) by soft quantization. This distribution is propagated

to layer D— using the corresponding B-Matrix. Finally, the fused probability distributions

along the bottom-up direction are computed. Based on the declarations in Figure 3 we can

describe the cortical algorithm for CBHMMsaswell as for FSTs.

Cortical Algorithm in CBHMM-Notation.

for k=1:K

Prediction: for i=0:D-1

we (z;)
—

BE (k) = EenWH" EeNey (14)

; fork=1ith Bo '(k)=a, and gf(k—1)-2™ 15with B, (k)=A;, and gf( ) Peay fork> 1 (15)

Observation: d=D-/:0

aS (k) = ag!"(k)-b4, with a? (k) = p(@r|y) (16)

Fusion:

Wa(zj)

A(k) = #10): [Dowty| (17)

5 CBFST

According to the transformation from arc-emission HMMsto weighted FSTs, the transition

probability and the observation probability occur at the edge between thestart state z(e) and the

target state z’(e). In doing so, the state probability along the time dimensioncanbe given.

BD [ekowele) @walzs)| (18)
e:z! (e)=2;

kd _
&z; ~

J
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In a similar manner the equation along the hierarchical dimensionis derived.

Be = B_ [BlSwp(et!) owele,)| (19)
e:z!(e)=z;

BY'(k)

 

ot (k)

Figure 3 - Notation used to describe the cortical algorithm for CBHMMsand CBFSTs.g and hindicate

the processing in time direction (temporal prediction). The hierarchical processing is denoted by a

(observation) and PB (spatial prediction).

Cortical Algorithm in FST-Notation.

for k=1:K

Prediction: for d=0:D-1

weight from g- direction:

djk—1 djk-1 Tj fork=1

Welz) = © Eze) Wale‘| with 8) = oe fork >1 ee
e:z!/(e)=zj z(e

Top-Down Prediction:

k= BD [Bio wple!) &we(z,)| with Bd—A; ford=0 (21)
e:2/(e)=z;

Observation: for d=D-1:0

wale= Bi [atiewalet)] with oh = plorlyi) (22)
e:z!(e)=2;
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Fusion:

= BE* @ walz)) (23)
Finally, the state distribution te of layer d at time instant k is normalized as in equation (13).

6 Summary

In this paperit has been theoretically shownthat the cortical algorithm can be formulated either

based on HMMsoron the more general FST notation. The transition from HMMsto weighted

FSTs can be easily done using arc-emission HMMs. Applying this type of HMMs, the emis-

sion probabilities are moved to the edges. This results in a product of transition and emission

probabilities which reflects the Bayesianrelationofthe priori andlikelihood distribution. Based

on the previous state probability distribution and the weights of the edges the posteriori state

distribution is obtained when subsequently a proper normalization is applied. In contrast to the

conventional FST definition, the total weight is no longer time independent anymore. Hence,

a time synchronousdecoding algorithm must be applied to decode the state sequences in each

layer. Finally, it may be concluded that both types of the cortical algorithm can be used in the

area of symbolic and subsymbolic applications.
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